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Sri Bhagavan:  Namaste

                Ella Maria: Namaste,oh namaste

                Sri Bhagavan: It is so nice to see you Ella Maria. Do you have a big 
group with you?

                Ella Maria: We are 42 people gathered .

                Sri Bhagavan: Oh, oh, oh, that´s quite o big group. Ok  could we 
start?

                Ella Maria: Yes , please.

                Sri Bhagavan: Yes, go ahead with the first question.

                Ella Maria: I think dasa will ask the questions.

                Sri Bhagavan: Ok, dasa would you ask the question?

                Q: Sri Bhagavan, you say that life is relationships, and we 
know the importance of healing our relationship to our parents. Even 
before we are initiated we ask for parents blessing. In our culture we 
are not used to ask for parents blessing. Sri Bhagavan why is that so 
important?

          Sri Bhagavan: Yes ,see Oneness will teach that you are being controlled 
by a program which starts from past lifes to  the moment of concepcion and 
from the moment of concepcion to the time of the self you is born. And from 
that time to…….Now what happens in the womb that controls your relationship 
with your parents so when you take a blessing that program is corrected and 
the easiest ways to correct the program is to set right relationships with your 
parents and to seek their blessings. You can experimentally verify this, one is 
to go into the program youself directly, see the program and change it. The 
other is simply set right relationships, the program also changes. That is why 
we say that seek the blessings from your parents. If in your culture that is not 
permitted then you just set right relationships or take a blessing from whoever 
you like. If that not also is permitted then you need not do it. Try to ….. the 
program itself.

          Ella Maria: Thank you Sri Bhagavan.



          Sri Bhagavan: You need not do anything which is against your culture 
that coud get more complications but then you have to go into the program 
and change it.

The second question.

          Ella Maria: Thank you

          Q: Sri Bhagavan, I am man age 55. stuttering from childhood. 
My process to eradicate this problem started mid70. Sri Bhagavan, my 
passion is to bring out your teaching in this area. How to proceed, and 
please give me a blessing for that.

                Sri Bhagavan:  Yes teaching would not help you there, we have to 
reprogramme  you. So for reprogramming what you must do is in your own 
home, right in  your bed, completely relaxed.  It would be ideal if you do it an 
hour or so before you go to sleep, but to help completely relax you could use 
any technique for that, there are enough techniques in the west you could use 
them, but you should not go into sleep. After you have  relaxed you talk to 
Amma Bhagavan,  tell them please come inside me and show me what´s 
wrong with the program and set it right.And then we would come in. We would 
show you the program we  would exactly show you  where the problem started 
and then we will also change it. We would  also change the program and lo and 
behold you started and we will stop. So you can do it right in Sweden. It is 
quite simple,  try it, I would give you a blessing for that. Now we move to the 
third question.

                Q: Sri Bhagavan. During the 3 minute-meditation, following 
the skype conf. you have previously said that you focus on seeing what 
we see, and then work on to change our way of seeing things until we 
see them as you do. What is the best way to interact with you during 
these meditations? Is it to concentrate o you, or on images that may 
appear in the mind, or just to relax?
Ever at the lotusfeet of sri AmmaBhagavan

          Sri Bhagavan: …..concentrate on me. You just see what´s going on. Not 
relaxing just try see what´s going on. And I will help you to see. What I´m 
trying to do is I am helping you to see the way I am seeing but you are not 
seeing ……. gently bring you around, you should not relax ……. That´s what you 
should do. So now the three questions are over, so we´ll go into a meditation 
now. After this meditation I would suggest that you go to the Russian website 
and see what I have spoken there for this month every month I`ll be giving 
you a teaching in January I was focusing on seeing the mind and now I´ll be 
focusing on some other teaching so every month I´ll be focusing on some 



teaching and I expect ….to contemplate on the same teaching ,understand the 
same teaching and meditate on the same teaching. So probably we should be 
all by end of this year in which case January of next year we begin the process 
or latest by end of June I think all the ……. should be ready the number of 
blessinggivers ,the trainers and also the awakened beings all that must be 
ready and then you ´d initiate the process the process is awakening the 
kundalini and accurate the chakras once we do that all this teachings would be 
….. it will no more be temporary it will become your realizations. This is when 
you become awakened, I expect very soon to have a lot of awakened people in 
your country, you already have one and …..knocking on the door so soon you 
have …awakened people and I think…..most or maybe all of you could make it. 
So now we meditate and after that please go into the message and then 
continue with your meditations. So shall we now start meditating, Ella Maria ?

          Ella Maria: Yes, please, thank you Bhagavan, thank you.

          Sri Bhagavan: Love you so.

          Ella Maria: We love you, yes. Thank you.

          Meditation for 3 minutes

 

          Sri Bhagavan: Love you all, love you

          Ella Maria: Yes, thank you Sri Bhagavan for everything, thank you ,      
Namaste.

          Sri Bhagavan: Namaste


